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Introduction 

  

For the most part, 21st Century Christendom has relegated 

the Kingdom of Darkness into a position of Scriptural no-

tation and potential preaching titillation … but as far as ac-

tually recognizing their total defeat at the Resurrection of 

Jesus Christ of Nazareth, and truly dealing with them 

from a position of the victory that Jesus has provided … 

they have proven to be sadly impotent. 

Preachers continue to preach ineffectively, and Bible 

study talk story times continue to occur regularly, but sick-

ness still runs rampant, disease continues to destroy, men-

tal disorders are the verbal venues of the day, and death is 

ashamedly allowed to pick off members of Humanity with 

predictable accuracy. God is recognized verbally as Sov-

ereign, but Satan rules the day as members of the Body of 

Christ remain woefully ignorant of who they are in Christ, 

and stand mostly within a position of observation, while 

devastation occurs on every horizon. How pathetic can it 

get? 

 

Come with us, won’t you? Pick up your Bible, and 

join us in a quest to learn something of value, and become 

pro-active within your Christian experience. Refuse to put 

up with darkness prevailing at every turn, and loved ones 

… family and friends alike … being assaulted unmerci-

fully. 
 



 

 

“… When the enemy shall come in … like a 

flood the Spirit of the Lord shall lift up a standard 

against him.” (Isaiah 59:19b; Enhanced) 

 

You are part of that referenced flood. You are the 

instrument of that declared standard, to be used by the 

Lord, in bringing defeat manifestation to that which is al-

ready defeated. You are the one to bring the devastations 

of Life to a halt. You are the one. 

The battle is actually over … and Christians have ac-

tually already won the victory … but the Kingdom of 

Darkness would like you to believe otherwise. Why don’t 

you purpose to jog their memory … command them to 

shut their mouths … and direct them to proceed to the 

uninhabited portions of the land? Why don’t you decide 

to put them in their place? It doesn’t seem like anyone else 

is going to do it.  

Should you decide to come with us, it shall prove to 

be a journey of excitement and fun. Let’s throw the shack-

les off with revelry and zealousness. Come along with us, 

and rejoice in what the Lord has done. 
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1 

The Origin of the  
Kingdom of Darkness  

 
CHAPTER 1 

 

There are three Kingdoms that make up the currently 

invisible, “foreign country” of the World of the Spirit. 

And, the foundational … Triune Creative Format … 

is the basis for all three of these spiritual Kingdoms that 

do exist … which format within itself … is a distinct 

product of Foreknowledge. (Isaiah 46:10) 

The first Kingdom, and of course the largest one 

of the three, is the Kingdom of God. This Primary 

Kingdom covers the entire expanse (Space wise) of the 

Universe, from one end of it to the other end. (That is, if 

there are any ends.) 

The Magnificent, Creator God of all things, is the 

One who has established this Kingdom through the 

process of Original Creation. It is, after all, His Spiritual 

Realm, and He is the Owner/Operator of all Kingdom 

activities that occur. 

The Kingdom of God is approximately 50,000 

years old, (Psalms 147:15; Jeremiah 1:12) as men calculate Time, and is 

currently still within the process of adjusting and set-

tling into place … and God is rapidly bringing to a con-

clusion the Second Probationary Period for all Moral-Life 

creations. (Romans 9:28)  
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 A basic notation of Creation itself is that a Mag-

nificent, Loving, Creator God … who has clearly de-

clared His desire to become a Father (Genesis 1:26; II Samuel 7:14) 

… is not going to wait for millions and millions of 

years, in order to do so. (The Theory of Evolution is sooo wrong 

… and Christians willingly buying into that false Theory is sooo wrong … 

it is not at all humorous.) In simplicity … God is going to 

prepare an appropriate playground for His expected 

children … and because of gifted, autonomous, Free 

Will, for all Moral-Life … He is going to experiment and 

perfect Free Will love reciprocation with early subjects 

… and then proceed to produce His own Personal 

Family. (Ephesians 2:19) (And for the enthusiastic “Well, God is God … 

and He knows everything … and He doesn’t need to experiment!” zealots 

… please remember that God does not allow His Foreknowledge to override 

His Faith, in anything that He purposes to do … ever … so He shall 

proceed step by step within a Divine Design order.)  

It is during His first and second Moral-Life Experi-

mentations, that the Kingdom of Darkness, which we are 

studying about, actually finds its roots. 
 

* * * 

 

It would seem relatively obvious, that God’s first exper-

iment with Free Will Moral-Life, would be all of the Holy 

Angelic Hosts of Heaven, which we find logged pro-

fusely within the annals of Scripture. 
  

* God Himself is a manifest plurality of Three Per-

sons operating within a singularity as One God. (I John 5:7) *  
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However, even with Three Persons, we are talking 

about the overwhelming, manifest actions of actual or-

dered Creation … not magic … and the Personage of 

God shall intelligently utilize His own early, unique Cre-

ations … to assist Him in the various endeavors of fur-

ther creative tweaking. [The Holy Angels are actually the ones who 

shall construct the cities … and write the books (Revelation 20:12) … and build 

the furniture (Isaiah 6:1, 6; Hebrews 9:5) … and stable the horses (II Kings 2:12; Zechariah 

1:7-11) … and tutor the children … and prepare the facilities (Matthew 25:41) 

… and bring answers to prayers (Daniel 10:13-21) and carry the personage resi-

due of other Free Will Moral-Life creatures unto their intended destinations. 

(Luke 16:22)]  

Within their unique design, Holy Angels are pur-

posely vocational; and additionally, there is a ranking 

system established for legitimate promotional rewards. 

(Psalms 75:6; Ezekiel 28:15) As Angels are fabulously created, (whether 

singularly or en masse’ is not clear … because there is no Reproductive Per-

mission for Angelic Hosts found at all … within the Scriptures) … they 

complete their orientations and are immediately as-

signed to specific tasks.  

Where the once Holy Angel named Lucifer finds 

himself, within this assemblage … or when his particu-

lar number came up … is not known … but what is 

known is that his work was flawless from the get-go, 

and over time he enjoys promotional advancement up 

through the ranks. (Ezekiel 28:14-15; Habakkuk 1:14)  

It would seem that Lucifer was originally designed 

for participation within the established worship team of 
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Heaven, (Ezekiel 28:13) but because of his faithfulness, his 

beauty, and his manifest wisdom, he was ultimately pro-

moted to a planetary position of governance over a 

young, fledgling, Moral-Life constituency of Other Crea-

tures. (Isaiah 14:13; Ezekiel 28:13, 17; Romans 8:39) Moreover, he is 

anointed with the very creative power, which comes 

from God … designed for the intended purpose of fur-

ther creative endeavors of assistance. (Ezekiel 28:14a) 

 At some point in time, within this capacity of 

governance, he allows his thoughts to wander off and 

go renegade concerning illicit intentions … and further 

allows … his personal desires to elevate and deviate 

from the Divine vision of purpose, which God has 

given unto him. And as he becomes more and more 

persuaded concerning his own personal lust fulfillment, 

he begins to verbally slander God to the other Moral-

Life creatures that have been entrusted unto his stew-

ardship care. (Isaiah 14:13-14; Ezekiel 28:15-17; James 1:14-15) 

  

* It is at this precise moment within the calcula-

tion of Time, and because of the granted carriage of 

anointing, (Ezekiel 28:14a) that the heinous, acidic, Law of Sin 

(Which is a knowing, conscious, willing, action … contrary to, and against, 

that which is known to be right and true) suddenly bursts onto the 

scene, and immediately swallows-up Lucifer into its 

captivity. He Spiritually Dies … but even though he is 

now missing his 3rd-Dimension of spiritual depth … he is 

still able to become a slave to Sin’s bidding. * 
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From this specific point onward … even though 

the creative anointing is immediately removed because 

of the usage abuse … Satan’s thoughts and his actions 

shall be compulsively driven by the innate power that is 

contained within the Law of Sin itself … of which he 

has become the author. (Romans 7:15-23) 

 

* * * 
 

As Lucifer is within the process of stated slander to-

wards God, (Ezekiel 28:18) concerning his subjects on planet 

Earth, he is additionally approaching and attempting to 

seduce other Holy Angelic Hosts, throughout the hab-

itational portion of the Universe, to abandon their po-

sitions of faithfulness, and supportively join him in his 

seditious maneuvers … promising them What? … 

within his enlistment proposals?  

Now, at this particular juncture of discourse … 

please understand that these actions are occurring over 

extended periods of days, weeks, months, years, dec-

ades, centuries, and millennia … and not simply hap-

pening overnight.  And as we reflect upon Scriptural 

truth, (II Peter 3:9) also understand that a Magnificent, Lov-

ing, Creator God is going to gift Free Will Moral-Life 

agency with an opportunity to change their thinking. 

What the catalyst of that change might have been, has 

not been revealed unto us within the Scriptures, but its 

reality is received by reflection of how the Magnificent, 
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Loving, Creator God has dealt with Mankind … and the 

reflection of His unchanging nature of Love. (II Peter 3:9; I John 4:8) 

It is obvious unto us today, because of the Scrip-

tural record that we possess, to be able to see that  

Lucifer was somewhat successful in his seductions, to 

the point of amassing a sizable number of once-holy 

Angelic Hosts; (Revelation 12:4) and additionally, the entire 

populous of the planet placed under his stewardship … 

which is Earth … with his infectious rebellion. 

It is additionally obvious unto us that at a certain 

point in Time, a calculated assault was launched against 

the Universal Headquarters of the Magnificent, Creator 

God … in an attempt to overthrow Him and take His 

place. (Isaiah 14:13; II Corinthians 12:2)  

However, that coup-de-ta was completely unsuc-

cessful, and Lucifer and his fallen-from-grace Unholy 

Angelic associates were directly confronted by God and 

soundly dealt with. Lucifer himself experienced a name-

change alteration, to reflect his Angelic/Sin nature 

change … and Satan and his associates were forcefully 

expelled from the Third Heaven, (II Corinthians 12:2) and de-

posited once again upon the planet Earth. (Luke 10:18)  

The catalyst of Reconciliation, whatever it may 

have been, is now withdrawn. The die has been cast. 

Unrepentant thoughts, words, and deeds of all of the 

spiritual criminals are entered into the ledger. The com-

plicit Unholy Angelic Hosts of rebellion, from various 
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places within the Universe, are not allowed to return to 

their previously appointed task locations … rather, they 

are permanently restricted to the First Heaven, atmos-

pheric parameters of the rebellious planet Earth. And 

the Divine Team of Judgmental Oversight comes to the 

planet in order to render righteous recompense. 

Earthquakes and tectonic-plate disruptions occur 

(Jeremiah 4:24) … the Animal Compliment to the Social Order 

of Other Creatures (Romans 8:39) (Which included the “dinosaurs” of 

Evolutionary caveman falsehood) attempt to flee and escape the 

impending doom (Jeremiah 4:25) … that which was lush and 

flourishing, amongst flora and fauna, experiences rapid 

blight (Jeremiah 4:26) … and the orderly construction of the 

cities which housed the residents of the planet were 

broken down by the presence of the Lord, and by His 

fierce anger. (Jeremiah 4:26) The waters, which were withheld 

above the atmospheric firmament, fell downward; and 

the waters, which were below the firmament gushed 

forth. And the unnamed Flood of Lucifer was suddenly 

upon the planet Earth. (Psalms 104:6) 

Even as shall occur thousands of years later, 

within the days of a Man named Noah … all physical 

life shall drown … except in this instance, there is no 

Ark to preserve even a few … of the Moral-Life and An-

imal Compliment creatures alike.  

Finally, as the Judgmental Team departs from the 

scene … all-ambient light is blocked from shining upon 
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the Earth, (Genesis 1:2; Jeremiah 4:23) and the result is a predictable, 

Judgmental, Ice Age. Overwhelming silence prevails. 

And the Magnificent, Creator God brings the First, An-

gelic Probationary Period, peacefully to a close.  
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The Development of the  
Kingdom of Darkness 

  
CHAPTER 2 

 

The planet named Earth now lies uninhabited. 

Shrouded in abject darkness, the thick Ice … produced 

by withholding all of the ambient light … covers the 

entire surface of the flooded globe. The previous Moral-

Life, Other Creature, physical, Terrestrial bodies are all 

dead (I Corinthians 15:40) … but the residue of each individual 

… the actual spirit/soul compliment of the actual person 

… is very much alive and suspended under the frozen 

water.  

The entire insurgent group of fallen, unholy  

Angels, including Satan … which each dwells within a 

Celestial body (I Corinthians 15:40) … and are therefore unaf-

fected by the Floodwaters … either fly aimlessly within 

the darkness or walk upon the Pack-Ice of Judgment.  

(The unspoken notion … or even the unthought-of idea that “some-

how” Satan and his toady followers are “off somewhere,” and not really an 

integral part of what is going on upon the planet Earth during these Judg-

ment occurrences, is purposed ignorance. Satan was cast back down to the 

planet Earth after his failed coup … and so were his fallen, unholy Angelic 

stooges. (Luke 10:18) And they are all still here.) 

 

* (As a separate notation: it is after the conclusion of the First, An-

gelic Probationary Period … and prior to the initiation of the Second, 
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Probationary Period for Mankind … that the facility which we know of as 

the Nether World – or the World of Departed Spirits – or the Region of 

the Damned – or, in short, Hell is prepared. (Matthew 25:41)  

Had the facility been created prior to the conclusion of the Angelic 

Probationary Period … then all of the spiritual criminals, including Satan, 

would have been rightfully incarcerated upon the conclusion of manifest Judg-

ment. However, once again it is substantiated that the Magnificent, Creator 

God does not allow His Foreknowledge to override His exercise of Faith.  

The whole of the unrepentant rebellion has justifiably angered the 

Magnificent, Creator God, and He has been moved to kindle a fire for all 

of the rebellions that shall ever take place … Forevermore. (Deuteronomy 32:22) 
It would be illegal to incarcerate “after the fact,” so instead, the Lord shall 

postpone the actual incarceration until the Second, Probationary Period for 

Mankind is all but concluded … and utilize the miscreants in substantiat-

ing Free Will decision and consequence … and then, post the end results on 

the Internet. It is, therefore, time to move on.) * 
  

At a given point in Time, the Magnificent, Creative 

Trio of the Godhead returns to the Judgmentally messy 

playpen of Moral-Life … and upon entering the room 

… they turn on the light. (Genesis 1:3) In anticipation of the 

creative endeavors, which shall shortly come to pass, 

the expressed Word of God is once again accelerated 

to accomplish the necessary “clean up” process. (Psalms 147:15; 

Jeremiah 1:12)  
The permissive light allowance causes the frozen 

waters to thaw rapidly. As the 24-hour increments clock 

by, the newly created creatures of the sea, (Genesis 1:21) gorge 

themselves upon the physical remains of the previous 

inhabitants. Time notation adjustments of Night and 

Day are fine-tuned (Genesis 1:4-5, 14-18) … the liquid boundaries 
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are once again enforced (Genesis 1:9) … a large, singular, dry 

land mass is secured (Genesis 1:9-10) … created flora and fauna 

re-forestation occurs (Genesis 1:11-12) … and the Animal 

Compliment enhancement upon the large, single, global 

dry land mass was brought forth. (Genesis 1:24-25)  

A complete general overview of the planet Earth 

shall reveal a world of restoration manifestation, but 

not a fully Garden-level pristine condition. And in ad-

dition … Demonic spirit/soul residues are wandering 

throughout all of the dry places (Matthew 12:43) … fallen  

Angelic principalities, powers, future rulers of the dark-

ness of this world, and select spiritual wickedness in 

high places, are raucously running loose within the fir-

mament and upon the dry land mass as well (Ephesians 6:12) 

… and Satan, the prince, and lord of darkness, is sur-

veying his assets and even then planning his next set of 

heinous maneuvers, designed for reeking havoc 

amongst whatever new Moral-Life resident that the 

Magnificent, Creator God shall bring forth to dwell 

upon the planet Earth. (II Corinthians 4:4; Ephesians 2:2) 

In order for the planned, newly Divine children of 

God (Genesis 1:26) to have a fresh and fair chance of begin-

ning … the Magnificent, Creator God specifically 

plants a Garden within the regions of the East (Genesis 2:8) 

… and strictly forbids any rebellious entity, from the 

newly established Kingdom of Darkness, from tres-

passing into this Garden. 
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God proceeds to form a newly designed, physical, 

Terrestrial body (I Corinthians 15:40) from the dust of the ground 

and exhales the totality of Himself (Saving for the four non-

transferable qualities of Omnipotence, Omniscience, Omnipresence, and Self-

Existence from Everlasting) into the empty shell. (Genesis 2:7a) The 

Supreme, Magnificent, Creator Big-G has just doppel-

gänged Himself a little-g (Psalms 82:6; John 10:34) for the purpose 

of being His Only Created Son … and the Family pro-

duction process has begun. 

As a good Father, the Magnificent, Creator God 

informs His Only Created Son of who he is, and what 

he is expected to do … placing the security issue of the 

Garden of Eden within his hands. (Genesis 2:15) He further 

informs him of necessary obedience requirements (Genesis 

2:16-17) … and then demonstrates the actually ordered 

steps … for genuine Creation to take place … right be-

fore his very eyes … and literally incorporates him 

within the whole of the process. (Genesis 2:18-20) 

God’s new Only Created Son, named Adam, ex-

presses disappointment that he seems to be singularly 

unique within the Creation, so his loving Father gently 

puts him into a deep sleep, and surgically prepares a de-

lightful gift for Him (Genesis 2:20-22) … extracting from his 

being all of the unique Female aspects that were trans-

ferred into him with Life breath impartation (Genesis 2:7a) … 

while leaving within him that which is uniquely Male … 

and of course, those aspects which are mutually shared. 
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* {Please understand at this juncture … that within the very Per-

sonage of the Supreme, Magnificent, Creator God dwells all of the unique 

aspects of both the Male and the Female gender alike. And when God ex-

haled the whole of Himself into His Only Created Son … He exhaled all 

of the aspects of both the Male and the Female gender uniqueness into him. 

Again at this juncture … and with this gifting … realize that the scene is 

being set for Reproductive Permission of Moral-Life to be given for the very 

first time ever (Genesis 1:28) … and that there is a Godly order to differing 

gender operations that is being established (Numbers 30:6-8; I Corinthians 11:8-9) … 

which shall ultimately be permanently withdrawn for all of the future gen-

dered Females that shall genuinely place their trust in the finished work of 

the Lord Jesus Christ of Nazareth. (Galatians 3:28)} * 
 

Adam, of course, is more than thrilled with his 

new playmate. And even within Twitterpation’s raging; 

Eternal edicts are still being given from Heaven. God 

informs the couple of their extensive authority, (Genesis 1:28; 

Psalms 8:4-6; Hebrews 2:8) and Adam is charged with the responsi-

bility of guiding, guarding, and governing his new wife. 
(Genesis 2:24; Numbers 30:8) 

Meanwhile … Satan has been pacing back and 

forth outside of the Garden hedge perimeter and listen-

ing to all that is going on. And when Adam’s distracting 

gifting occurs, he seizes the opportunity to break 

through the forbidden barrier hedge, undetected, and 

approaches a newly created beast of the field called a 

serpent. (Genesis 3:1) Successfully securing the serpent’s aid, 

Satan returns to his place of origin. And even though 

the Lord God Almighty is quite aware of this transgres-

sion … He nevertheless has put the whole security issue 
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of the Garden (Good or Bad) into his Only Created Son’s 

hands (Genesis 2:15) … and so, He is not obligated to say any- 

thing. 

Adam is in the process of giving his new wife a 

thorough tour of the whole of the Garden of Eden, and 

the serpent, by directive, purposes to encounter the 

couple at every opportunity. Adam should be fully in-

forming the woman of all that he has been informed of, 

by God … however, he does not. And there comes the 

point in time when a “chance” encounter occurs between 

the Twitterpated couple and the serpent … right in the 

midst of the Garden, in front of the Tree of Life and also 

the Tree of the Knowledge of Good and Evil. (Genesis 2:9) 

Now … a paraphrase of one of the spiritual-law 

issues that are currently in operation is “If you are a good 

steward over little, then the Lord shall make you to be a steward 

over much.” (Matthew 25:23)  

The intended course of action was for God’s Only 

Created Son to be a good steward over the little of the 

Garden of Eden … and God would then make him be 

the steward over the much of the whole restored Earth.  

And then Adam was to be a good steward over the 

little of the whole Earth … and God would purpose to 

make him be the steward over the much of the remain-

der of the Solar System to which the Earth belongs.  

 And then Adam was to be a good steward over 

the little of the remainder of the Solar System … and 
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God would follow and make him be the steward over 

the much of the entire Milky-Way Galaxy.  

And then Adam was to be a good steward over the 

little of the entire Milky-Way Galaxy … and God would 

have made him be the steward over the much of a full 

quadrant of the Universe.   

And finally, Adam was to be a good steward over 

the little of the full quadrant of the Universe … and 

God would indeed make him be the steward over the 

much of the remainder of the entire Universe.  

But … that is not what happened! 
 

So … returning to our Exposé  … we find Adam 

and Eve … in a “chance” encounter with the serpent … 

right in the middle of the Garden of Eden … in front 

of both the Tree of Life and the Tree of the Knowledge 

of Good and Evil. (Genesis 2:9) And Adam has already been 

given permission to eat of every tree within the Garden 

of Eden … except for the Tree of the Knowledge of 

Good and Evil. (Genesis 2:16-17)  

Following his instructions, the serpent’s first rec-

orded statement … specifically directed unto the 

woman Eve … is to challenge the spoken Word of 

God. (Genesis 3:1) That initial assault of challenge, extended 

against every unchanging edict from Heaven, has stead-

ily continued for the last 6,000 years of Time, and is 

more vigorous and heinous today than ever before … 

through the number of various altered and adulterated 
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“Versions” of translation copies of the incorruptible 

written Word of God. God has never ever altered what 

He has uttered. God’s Word, spoken or written, is not 

subject to becoming a “collection” of various Man-al-

tered abominations of change. God said what He said 

… and that’s it! 
 

 (* The King James Version Translation of the Bible is the only 

authorized, “foreign language” dialect, Divinely designed to be the fluent 

communiqué utilized, within the invisible “foreign country” that is known 

of as The Realm of the Spirit. *) 

  

Please remember that God has never instructed 

Eve, personally … but He has instructed Adam person-

ally … and now Eve finds herself unsure of exactly 

what to say to the challenge. (Genesis 3:2-3) When the serpent 

continues to declare and finds those declarations un-

challenged by the Only Created Son … Adam, (Numbers 30:8) 

the tipping point of disobedience is reached. (Genesis 3:4-5) 

Eve’s partaking of the fruit, and her leading of Adam 

to partake of the fruit as well, confirms the agreed re-

bellion against established authority. (Genesis 2:17; 3:6) And, it 

is at this particular juncture in Time that everything now 

changes … for the worse. 
 

* * * 

 

The deed is done! God’s Only Created Son, Adam … 

even as Lucifer was … has been taken a captive pris-

oner by the heinous Law of Sin, and become “a servant 
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to whom he obeyed.” (Romans 6:16) In Spiritually Dying (Genesis 2:17) he 

has fallen from the original 3-Dimensional condition of 

grace that he was created within … and is now become 

fully 2-Dimensional within his personage. (I Corinthians 2:11-16) 

He can no longer effectively communicate with the 

Magnificent, Creator God on a heart to heart basis be-

cause his 3rd Dimension of Spiritual Depth and Height is 

completely gone. (I Corinthians 2:14; Ephesians 3:18) From now on, 

God will have to physically talk and deal with Adam, 

from the outside of his personage, and vise versa. The 

power of the Law of Sin shall now compulsively drive 

Adam’s thoughts, words, and deeds … and there is 

nothing that he can do about shaking that. (Romans 7:15-23) 

And the complete set of Primary, spiritual “senses,” (Which 

are spiritual Sight, Sound, Taste, Touch, and Smell) that Adam had 

possessed … are become inactive and dormant. (Hebrews 

5:14) Adam has, in effect, become a marionette puppet of 

Satan, with the strings of Sin dictating his every move. 
(Romans 7:15-23) 

The Tree of Life (Which will provide an Eternal, physical-life-

extension condition) has not yet been transplanted back into 

the gardens within the City New Jerusalem from 

whence it came … but is still within the Garden of 

Eden. Should Adam and Eve now partake of the fruit 

of that Tree … they shall have the capacity to physically 

live Forevermore … and still be shackled to the Law of 

Sin. That … cannot be allowed. Eviction from the pris-

tine Garden of Eden becomes mandatory.  
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* * * 

 

Lucifer has gone from being an obedient, young, Holy 

Angel, to becoming a rebellious upstart. His name-

change reflects his unholy Angelic-nature (Hebrews 2:16) alter-

ation because of the power of the Law of Sin. His re-

bellious leadership endeavors have dismally failed … 

and his followers are not real thrilled with the outcome 

of their banishment. However … they freely chose to 

follow him in the first place … and now they are force-

fully required to follow him … by the compelling Law 

of Sin’s power to obey. (Romans 7:15-23) They have forfeited 

their Free Will gifting, in favor of personal lust fulfill-

ment.  

Successful deception of the extensively-authorita-

tive woman (I Timothy 2:14) … and willful obedience to Sin, 

of the extensively-authoritative, Only Created Son (Romans 

6:16; I Timothy 2:14) … has put Satan in the driver’s seat con-

cerning the workings of the affairs of this world. (II Corin-

thians 4:4) Now … he and his fallen, unholy Angelic toadies 

… and his Demonic stooges … shall mercilessly tor-

ment and drive men, utilizing the Law of Sin’s power, 

until, referencing Mankind … “the thoughts of his heart was 

only evil continually.” (Genesis 6:5) And if he personally plays his 

cards right … Satan shall be able to be “like the Most 

High” (Isaiah 14:14) (Within his own Kingdom) just as he has wanted 

to be for a long, long time. 
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